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Abstract
Cerebral lesions may alter the capability of bilingual subjects to separate their languages and use each language in appropriate contexts. Patients who show pathological mixing intermingle different languages within a single utterance. By contrast, patients affected by pathological switching alternate their languages across different utterances (a self contained segment of speech that stands on its own and conveys its own independent meaning). Cases of pathological mixing have been reported after lesions to the left temporoparietal lobe. By contrast, information on the neural loci involved in pathological switching is scarce. In this paper a description is given for the first time of a patient with a lesion to the left anterior cingulate and to the frontal lobe—also marginally involving the right anterior cingulate area—who presented with pathological switching between languages in the absence of any other linguistic impairment. Thus, unlike pathological mixing that typically occurs in bilingual aphasia, pathological switching may be independent of language mechanisms.

Method
CASE REPORT
The patient was a right handed, 56 year old native Friulian (language 1 (L1)) man with Italian as his second language (L2). He completed his education in Italian (13 years) and over the past 20 years he had worked as a building surveyor and financial consultant in his own company. In the spring of 1994 the patient noticed that when walking or driving he tended to lean to the right and that his psychological attitude had changed, too, because the anxiety and the phobias he had had all his life had become less severe.

In July 1994, while going on holiday, he succeeded in taking a flight for the first time in his life because his phobia of flying had disappeared. During that holiday he noticed that he often spoke in Friulian with a close friend to whom he had known for more than 20 years and who did not understand that language.

The patient could not control this compulsive tendency. He was conscious, however, of the social inadequacy of his linguistic behaviour and after producing sentences in Friulian, he immediately translated them into Italian for his friend. Because his problems with walking and driving became increasingly severe, in July 1994 he had an MRI disclosing a tumour in the white matter in the left frontal lobe, 6 cm in diameter, provoking a slight shift of the midline. On 30 September 1994, the patient underwent a computer assisted stereotactic volumetric resection. In March 1995 the patient had an MRI disclosing an extension of the tumour now marginally involving the right cingulate area as well (figure). A second operation using the same stereotactic method was performed. After that, the patient exhibited a right hemiplegia, and for a few days he was drowsy. Subsequently, he recovered slightly but...
even though he understood verbal commands he remained mute (mutism after a bilateral frontal lesion) until his death in July 1995.

NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL EVALUATION
On 16 and 17 January 1995, three and a half months after his first operation, the patient underwent a neuropsychological and neurolinguistic assessment. On repeated neurological examination he only exhibited a slight dragging of the right lower limb when walking. During the neuropsychological and neurolinguistic assessment the patient was often euphoric and sometimes verbally disinhibited. He did not make any error on the Raven coloured progressive matrices (36/36) nor in the tests aimed at assessing attention (three tests of visual searching for one, two, or three target numbers in a matrix were completed in less than 45 seconds and without errors; the performance of age and education matched controls was 50.4 (SD 8.8) seconds). The patient scored 16 in a long term verbal memory test (story telling), whereas age and education matched non-brain damaged controls scored 12.4 (SD 3.7). In the forward digit span subtest of the Wechsler's scale the patient scored 9 and age and education matched non-brain damaged controls scored on average 6.2 (SD 1.4). He performed almost perfectly in tests assessing ideomotor and constructional praxic abilities. In summary, neuropsychological tests indicated that the patient did not present neither intellectual nor attentional or praxic disorders, whereas he displayed disorders peculiar to patients with frontal lesions such as verbal disinhibition, reduction of anxiety, and a tendency to tell dirty jokes.

NEUROLINGUISTIC EVALUATION
The neurolinguistic assessment of the patient's two languages was carried out on two separate days. The first language of the patient was Friulian, a Rhaeto-Romance language spoken by over half a million people in north eastern Italy in areas bordering on Austria and Slovenia. The structural distance between Friulian and Italian may be roughly compared to the one between Catalan and Spanish. On the first day the examiner (FF) addressed the patient in Italian only. Each time the patient switched to Friulian he was reminded that he had to speak only in Italian. He was administered the short version of the Italian adaptation of the bilingual aphasia test (BAT). On the second day the patient's competence in Friulian was assessed by using the short version of the BAT (Friulian adaptation). During this test the examiner only used Friulian and each time the patient switched to Friulian he was reminded that he had to speak only in Italian. He was administered the short version of the Italian adaptation of the bilingual aphasia test (BAT). On the second day the patient's competence in Friulian was assessed by using the short version of the BAT (Friulian adaptation). During this test the examiner only used Friulian and each time the patient switched to Italian he was reminded that he had to speak only in that language. Friulian-Italian translation tests were also administered on the second day. Neurolinguistic tests performed in both L1 and L2 show that the patient did not exhibit aphasic symptoms in any of the two languages tested, nor did he make translation errors in any of the two directions (table).

**Results**
The most relevant feature of the patient's pathological verbal behaviour is that he did not mix languages within one utterance (mixing...
phenomenon) showing instead pathological switching—that is, the compulsive tendency to alternate utterances in Italian and utterances in Friulian. He was aware that he had to speak in only one language; but he switched to the other even though he often commented on, or apologised for it immediately after doing so. When requested to speak in L1, the patient produced 58.3% of the utterances in that language, 40.6% in the unwanted L2, and only 1.1% of mixed utterances. When requested to speak in L2, the patient produced 56.5% of utterances in L2 and 43.5% of utterances in L1. No utterances with elements of the two languages were recorded in this session. No interference between languages was found by the examiner (table).

The pattern of pathological switching was present even when the patient addressed people who could not understand one of the two languages. For instance, he used Friulian to address the hospital staff in Trieste who did not understand this language. In normal conversation settings, Friulian-Italian bilingual subjects avoid code switching between the two languages for sociolinguistic reasons. Moreover, during conversation in L2 he changed register 13 times (six times while producing utterances in L2 and seven in L1). During conversation in L1 changes in register were recorded three times, always during utterances in L1. These changes in register mainly consisted of dirty jokes. On two occasions the patient was so aware of this behaviour that he apologised for it.

Discussion
Non-brain damaged bilingual subjects can separate their languages at will and use each language in appropriate contexts. They can intentionally combine elements of the different languages within an utterance (mixing) or across utterances (switching). They may also produce unwanted mixing or switching in context-driven situations, such as conversations in which different languages are used. It is worth noting, however, that non-brain damaged bilingual subjects hardly ever violate the sociolinguistic rule taking into account whether or not the used languages are understood by their interlocutors.14

Many neurologists in the past postulated the existence of a parietal centre responsible for the ability to use a given language at will.12 14 15 Subsequent studies have distinguished pathological switching and pathological mixing phenomena.14 Additional studies have established that pathological mixing is mainly due to lesions in the parietotemporal structures of the left hemisphere, whereas the nervous structures responsible for switching between languages have not been clearly described so far.17 A recent functional imaging study has shown an increased activation of the left inferior frontal region and bilateral supramarginal gyrri during switching tasks between words in German and English in normal bilingual subjects.18 However, the fact that frontal lobes may regulate the use of different languages in bilingual subjects has been posited only on theoretical grounds.17 By using a systematic linguistic analysis, we have provided evidence for the first time in a bilingual brain damaged subject—for the important part played by anterior cingulate, prefrontal, and frontal structures in switching between languages. Moreover, this result remarkably implies that utterance segmentation is not a mere linguistic concept but has a neurofunctional basis. As already maintained by Hughlings Jackson last century, not only words but also utterances are represented in the brain as linguistic units.16

Another important question is whether the decision to speak in one language rather than in another is regulated by a specific cognitive system peculiar to bilingual subjects or by a general system responsible for switching between various behavioural patterns. Decisions to switch from a given behaviour to another (for example, from sitting to walking), or from one linguistic register to another, or even from one language to another may all be regulated by the same general neural mechanism,17 which may be neurofunctionally separate and independent of the linguistic system and of the translation system.17 The lack of aphasic symptoms in the patient reported here suggests that the system responsible for switching between languages is independent of language, being part of a more general system underlying the selection of different behaviours.
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